
Robert Smith 
Category Buyer

PERSONAL STATEMENT

Dedicated Category Buyer Professional with over 19 years of in-depth 
experience in Supply Chain including Food, Grocery, Power Solutions, and 
the Distribution Industry. Results orientated driven with proven strong 
analytical skills. A Leader in solving queries as well as setting goals and 
meeting objectives efficiently.

WORK EXPERIENCE

Category Buyer
ABC Corporation -   June 2014 – 2021 

Responsibilities:

 Utilized various category expertise and vendor specific knowledge to 
determine procurement and inventory management strategies to 
maintain a 99.5% or higher service level to our customers in a fast pace
environment for multiple warehouse locations.

 Exercised independent judgment and discretion in problem solving 
complex, multi-stakeholder, replenishment related issues while meeting
key performance objectives.

 Monitored and independently determined the timing and quantity of 
items to buy based on a detailed understanding of vendor, category, 
market, and forecasting indicators.

 Managed inventory to ensure adequate supply while meeting or 
exceeding key service levels performance indicators including  
Inventory loss minimization  Days Inventory on Hand (DIOH)  Customer 
Order Fill Rates  Excess and Obsolete Inventory Reserve  Managed 
Cases/Freight Income  Inbound Cases/Pallet  Slow and Dead Inventory  
Special Order response time Analyzes and interprets multiple sources of
information in order to determine the best course of action to meet 
Operational and customer specific requirements.

 Assessed the financial impact/trade-off of replenishment activities in all 
decision making and implement cost effective solutions.

 Anticipates potential replenishment issues by utilizing reports and other
demand planning tools in a disciplined and timely fashion.

 Established vendor relationships supporting collaboration and 
management objectives.

Category Buyer
Delta Corporation -   2000 – 2014 

Responsibilities:

 Responsible for the purchasing of all Dairy and Frozen products for 
Schnuck Markets.

 Optimize inventory levels to reduce out-of-stocks, improve turns and 
Days of Supply, reduce shrink, and free up capital for company 
investments.

 Evaluate Forward-Buy opportunities and Full Truck-Buy Programs to 
capitalize on additional profits for my categories.

 Analyze store specific performance to recommend store distributions of 
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SKILLS

Analyzing Skills, 
Financial Skills, 
Multitasking.

LANGUAGES

English (Native)
French (Professional)
Spanish (Professional)

INTERESTS

Climbing
Snowboarding
Cooking
Reading

REFERENCES

Reference – 1 (Company 
Name)
Reference – 2 (Company 
Name)
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labor-savings displays and other profit-driving opportunities.
 Procure food for a national distributor with multiple locations Expedite 

deliveries Process returns Reduce overstock by transferring to nearby.
 Purchased commodities, fresh produce, meats, dairy, seafood, frozen 

foods, and consumables achieving a 98% service level by ensuring SKU 
assortments .

 Managed and purchased over $5.3 million dollars revenue in Consumer 
Packaged Goods (CPG) by making sure out of stocks, inventory receipts,
days/weeks/.

Education

Associate's In Communications
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